Virtualization
Solutions

Virtual Desktop Optimization Solutions
Let Our Experts Improve Your End-User Experience
One of the greatest challenges that hospitals face is to create a consistent end-user experience across devices.
This is due to the increased need for remote access, along with providers’ desire to use their choice of device.
Forward Advantage delivers solutions that enable healthcare IT to deliver 24/7 access to patient applications and
digitized patient data—anywhere and from any device.

Ensure an on-time deployment that’s done right the first time.

Experts in Virtual Desktop Optimization
Forward Advantage has 20+ years of deep healthcare expertise. We’ve used this skillset to develop a highly comprehensive
virtualization strategy that includes:
Advising/consulting

Implementation project management

Planning/strategizing

Add-on optimization and remediation

Architecture design, build, and test
Our team of certified experts will design the solutions and infrastructure to fit the specific needs of your hospital, so you
can reduce the time, money and resources you invest in the project.
Aligned with Leading Technology Partners

Ensure End-User Success
A consistent and reliable end-user experience creates more time for patient care. Physicians shouldn’t be expected to tolerate
downtime, and neither should their patients! A virtual environment that’s optimized for your specific organization can:
Increase EMR/technology adoption

Speed access to information

Improve clinical workflow

Allow more time for patients
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“Healthcare IT is the most challenging IT business segment out there, and Forward Advantage really understands it. They did
a phenomenal job tailoring the system to meet our specific challenges head on. Physicians can now quickly access patient
information.
At the end of the day, that improves the continuity of care and the patient’s outcome.” - Larry Myers, CIO at Wilson Memorial
“Our clinicians now have a common experience regardless of whether they are logging onto a workstation in the hospital, their
home computer, or an iPad.” – Jeff Allport, VP and CIO at Valley Presbyterian Hospital
“The virtual machines are very popular with our hospitalists who typically manage several patients in a unit. They are constantly
in and out of MEDITECH between visits, so single sign-on with roaming sessions was a real win for them.” - Sharon Brown, Senior
Physician Liaison at Norman Regional

Let Forward Advantage make your virtualization goals a reality. Talk to one of our solution experts today!
Call 1-877-636-7927 or email sales@forwardadvantage.com.
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